COME AND EXPLORE PROFESSOR WONDER'S UPSIDE-DOWN LABORATORY! SPEND QUALITY TIME EXPLORING MULTIPLE FLOORS FEATURING OVER 100 HANDS-ON EXHIBITS! EXPERIENCE AN UPSIDE-DOWN ADVENTURE LIKE NO OTHER!

LEVEL 1
- How Cold Is It?
- Tesla Coil
- Hurricane Shack
- Astronaut Gyro
- Xtreme 360 Bikes

LEVEL 2 & 3
- Laser Tag
- Bubble Lab
- Wonder Coaster
- 6D XD Theater
- Mission to Mars

LEVEL 4
- Space Discovery
- Fun Zone
- Indoor Ropes Course
- The Art of Dr. Seuss

THE WONDERWORKS STORY
On a remote island, in the mysterious Bermuda Triangle, there was a top-secret research laboratory set up by Professor Wonder. The power of the tornado was unleashed into the laboratory! The mighty cyclone ripped the lab from its foundation. The tornado finally landed hundreds of miles away. It landed upside down at a brewery at the beach!

THE WONDERWORKS UPSIDE-DOWN LABORATORY IS CONSIDERED ONE OF THE MOST UNUSUAL AND AMAZING BUILDINGS IN THE WORLD!

DID YOU KNOW?
- The wind grew stronger than expected! Professor Wonder tried to stop the tornado, but the wonderworks spaceship was out of power, and it was too strong to contain.
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OVER 100 INTERACTIVE HANDS-ON EXHIBITS!
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